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You might be sitting in an office, or maybe on the couch at home. After an instinctual glance 

behind you, you open your laptop and click on the link to the “meeting;” Zoom comes to life 

with the words, “Connecting…,” and then you’re in. But instead of a phalanx of faces, there are 

no people at all—just three spinning turntables. Each is sitting on a plinth and lit from above, and 

though the equipment looks the same in each square, the rooms are all different, gallery spaces 

with windows that show traffic outside, or trees; one day-lit, another apparently in the middle of 

the night, a third in the gloaming. Each Zoom rectangle is labeled with coordinates, revealing 

places that are distributed across the planet’s longitudes. And instead of entering a conversation, 

you’re immersed in rhythm. 

It’s a polyrhythmic pulse of clicks and drones, experimental electronica that might work 

for a dance floor if not for its meditative bent. At first, it seems to be highly repetitive. But as 

you listen, endless micro-variations become subtly audible. The structure of the beats is unstable 
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as the tracks wobble against each other in time, producing a rhythmic feel that ebbs and flows—

and occasionally skips, drops, and stutters. These musical effects are in fact the result of the 

contingent network connections between the three turntables and your computer. 

This is Metric Displacement, an “installation” produced by sound artists Annie Aries, 

Brian House, and Marcel Zaes that incorporates physical spaces in three cities as well as a Zoom 

meeting (figure 1). Network infrastructure works hard to create an illusion of simultaneity 

between users in distant geographical locations, facilitating virtual interactions that feel as 

seamlessly in sync as possible. First staged in 2021, Metric Displacement inverts this bias to 

highlight the temporal displacements inevitably in play with digital networks and to use them 

toward aesthetic ends. In this article, we explore the socio-technical context of the piece, which 

was developed at the height of the COVID-19 pandemic, and discuss the result of artistic 

research into the implications of our quarantined collaboration. We propose Metric 

Displacement as an example of how sound art can be used to point to sites of power that might 

otherwise be left implicit. And as it draws on strategies used in music-making that index 

materiality, we suggest that the work offers an alternative and perhaps more sensible means of 

relating to an ever-more-dominant, yet perpetually fallible, network infrastructure. 

☙ 

The idea of making a video call is perhaps as old as the telephone itself, regularly appearing in 

science fiction such as Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey (1969). By the 2010s, 

broadband internet had made virtual meetings technically feasible, but regularly seeing each 

other face-to-face became truly widespread in the United States only in 2020 with the COVID-19 

pandemic. As businesses and schools went to online formats, Zoom—previously a modestly 

successful service in the shadow of Google and Microsoft—saw its usage grow from 10 million 
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Fig 1. Screenshot of Metric Displacement, 2021 (© 2021 Aries House Zaes). 

to 200 million people in just a few months. It trumped its competitors largely due to its ease-of-

use, support for large meetings, and video quality, features that to some extent came at the 

expense of security and privacy when they bypassed the safeguards of users’ computers 

(Fleishman). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Zoom’s stated mission is to “make communications frictionless,” (Zoom, “Platform”), 

and in some ways, it has. But friction doesn’t just disappear; it is obfuscated, deferred, and 

redistributed. First and foremost, the pandemic laid bare the divide between people whose 

livelihoods easily migrate online and those “essential workers” employed in physical work who 

are excluded from that option—disproportionally people of color and those without a college 

degree (McNicholas and Poydock). Such work necessarily includes the physical maintenance of 

data centers—Zoom utilizes around 50 facilities scattered across the globe—as well as the 

energy grids that provide them with power and the cables that link them across continents to 

connect with your home and office (Zoom, “Data center”).  
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Such friction-filled work on physical machines in real places is obscured when the time it 

takes data to travel from one location to another appears to be zero. In the world according to 

Zoom, time and distance are uncoupled: I can talk in real-time to anyone, anywhere, as long as 

they have a connection. This is in line with how networks were originally conceived as maps of 

interconnected nodes, such as Paul Baran’s now classic diagram (Baran 1, 9). Such visual 

representations of networks, which are now ubiquitous, reflect the idea that what happens on the 

way from one node to another is unimportant, so long as both nodes are simultaneously “visible” 

to the network. A network understood as a map, in other words, has no sense of duration 

(Certeau 35). But as much as this is a technological objective, it is also an ideological orientation 

(Chun 18).  

As such, the engineering feats that make a network appear so timeless are kept behind the 

curtain. Mountains are carved up to run cables; data centers are built atop geothermal vents, in 

rivers, and even on the moon (Rabie); and time-keeping itself is redefined to wait out network 

latency (House 123). But all this materiality is desperately covered by a smooth interface 

(Burrington). Amazon wants its “Prime” service to signify free next-day shipping at a single 

click, not a behemoth of data-driven logistics, just as “tweets,” “tiktoks,” “snaps,” and other 

weightless things appear to float up from social media apps to a “cloud” that instantly “streams” 

content back down to them. Furthermore, like Facebook co-opted the ordinary term “friend” to 

inconspicuously insert itself into a natural social relation, Zoom wants the “meeting” to be 

something that happens as readily via its software as in a physical conference room. Power lies 

with whoever controls the means of connection, and so it is possessed proportional to the degree 

to which a platform manages to make its materiality disappear into the fabric of everyday life—

no matter the extraordinary effort made to maintain it. 
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Of course, network infrastructure is never perfect. We inevitably sometimes see the 

loading bar, “throbber,” or so-called “spinning beach ball of death” (Soon); failing that, our 

streams freeze, glitch, stutter, pixelate, or drop-out entirely. Depending on the situation, these 

effects can range from annoying to devastating. Even when everything is working properly, 

things can feel weird. As anyone who has attempted to sing Happy Birthday with a group over 

Zoom can attest, the appearance of synchrony is an illusion, and trying to match each other’s 

rhythms is the surest way to reveal the inherent delays. One consequence is that while musicians 

have attempted to “jam” over the internet since its earliest days, creatively compensating for the 

unavoidable latency is perhaps inevitably a central concern of so-called “telematic” performance 

(Weaver 1; Robinson 65). 

Nevertheless, the ideal of a frictionless network is endemic to our time, in which 

everything is understood as a timeless map of interconnections, whether social relationships, the 

brain, ecosystems, or the global economy (Galloway). When a connection glitches, it’s seen as a 

temporary aberration. But what happens if we flip things around and instead embrace friction as 

the defining substance of network interaction? To focus on the materiality of the network rather 

than its ideological imaginary? As Anna Munster has put it, “although we might look at diagrams 

of the network … It is never going to be possible to ‘see’ ... the coming (in)to experience of 

networking” (28). However, precisely because of our aural sensitivity to timing, we might be 

able to hear it, attending to the complex layers of mediation in videoconferencing by listening 

(Sagesser 90). 

☙ 

Metric Displacement began as a regular get-together of three sound artists, separated by 

continents, as a way to be creatively engaged during quarantine. Sharing our work over Zoom, 
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we found that the way in which the platform affected what we played was compelling in its own 

right. While continuous musical audio from multiple simultaneous streams is decidedly not 

Zoom’s intended use, this was precisely how the most interesting and unpredictable rhythmic 

variations emerged; temporal distortion became a “matter of compositional poetics” in itself 

(Ferraz and Teixeira 10). Following a series of experiments, we came up with the piece. First, 

we’d make vinyl records with a selection of our beats. Then we’d play them back on turntables 

set up in gallery spaces in our respective cities (figure 2). Finally, we’d continuously stream the 

audio and video from each one to a 24/7 Zoom meeting, where visitors could log in and hear the 

layered rhythms filtered through their own network conditions (figure 3).  

As musicians, we’re interested in how the “feel” or “groove” of music is linked to the 

body. This subtle variation in micro-timing is inherent to physical performance (Iyer 398). 

Digitally produced music can explicitly incorporate it, although a lack of variation—such as in 

the regular pulses of techno—is also an important aesthetic (Danielsen 4). Regardless, “feel” is 

central to how our bodies receive music and are induced to move. In our case, the micro-timing 

would come from the network—derived from the “body” of cables that traversed the thousands 

of miles between us. And in turn, we’d intuitively try to find some corporeal sympathy with the 

rhythms rather than experiencing them as a disruption. 

We used various hardware and software synthesizers to construct our initial beat-oriented 

material. When this is filtered through the network, the musical result is in dialog with the 

“glitch” style of electronica. In particular, work from the early 1990s by artists such as Oval, 

Autechre, and Ryoji Ikeda explicitly incorporates the sounds of skipping Compact Discs and 

artifacts of digital encoding into highly rhythmic compositions. Exposing the physical limits of 

this emerging technology allowed that music to subvert the association of the digital with the 
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Fig 2. Turntable with lock groove record (© 2021 Aries House Zaes). 

precise and the pristine, instead expressing what it was to live as an embodied human immersed 

in an emerging media environment (Cascone 12–13). Our work operates similarly, only the site 

of malfunction has grown from the CD and the DAC to the scale of fiber optic cables and data 

centers. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Incorporating vinyl records and turntables into this otherwise digital ecosystem is a way 

to make visible the work’s concern with its own materiality. Whether through the spin of the 

platter or the texture of the grooves, no other means of sound reproduction showcases its own 

medium quite so effectively (figure 4). In this respect, the use of records also invokes the 

turntablism of Hip Hop’s DJs, in which musical content is recontextualized by direct 

manipulation of the medium (Miller). Additionally, cutting our records on a lathe links them to 

the “dubplates” of sound systems in Jamaica and the UK, which have used the same one-off 

manufacturing process to play exclusive mixes of reggae and related styles since the 1960s (Veal 

51). Lathe-cut records degrade significantly on repeated plays, which is especially true in our 
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Fig 3. Installation diagram with record players in three different geographical locations 
streaming audio and video to the audience via a Zoom meeting (© 2021 Aries House Zaes). 

case as we use only lock grooves—1.8-second loops that play repeatedly until the needle is 

manually moved to another track. As the grooves wear out during an exhibition, docents 

randomly select new ones. Because every loop on our records is the same length, whichever way 

they are combined will generate a sense of musical meter. What changes is how the tracks are 

displaced relative to one another, both as a result of when the needles are placed on the platter 

and through the subsequent network effects. 

The cultural organization Swissnex San Francisco produced the first exhibition of the 

piece, running it 24/7 for a full week, and Metric Displacement has since been staged at the New 

York City Electroacoustic Music Festival. The most distantly linked trio of cities has been 

Portland, Oregon in the US, Bern in Switzerland, and Shenzhen in China. While the piece could 

have been understood as a concert, we’ve presented it as an art installation to emphasize, once 

again, how materiality is central to the work, and hence an assemblage of objects both seen (the 

records, the galleries) and unseen (the network cables, visitors’ homes and workplaces)—but all 

heard. In this respect, it eschews Cage’s dictum to hear “sound in itself” (Kahn 559) while  
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Fig 4. Lathe-cut Metric Displacement record showing lock grooves (© 2021 Aries House Zaes).   

embracing, as curator Caleb Kelly has written, sound as “part of a political ecology in which it is 

deeply linked to various histories … that form and hold the materials of [its] making” (Kelly 1). 

Visitors have initially encountered the work as a reframing of the videoconferencing 

experience, as it destabilizes the norms of a meeting; there is no greeting or sign off, only audio 

equipment and the “background” of the three galleries are on view, and though visitors can see if 

other people are watching and listening, there’s no possibility of interacting with each other (the 

video and audio of visitors remain off). This defamiliarization of the platform opens a space of 

possibility (Shklovsky 6). Metric Displacement fills it with the performance of the medium itself, 

as carried by music. For some, this has been disconcerting, grating, or simply boring. For others, 

the glitching audio streams, perhaps counterintuitively, have led to a greater sense of connection 

than they have otherwise experienced on Zoom. We believe this is because the polyrhythms felt 

by visitors derive from the actual material conditions of the network rather than an imagined 

simultaneity. 
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☙ 

Quarantines have been lifted, but many of the shifts engendered by the pandemic are here to stay. 

Online work, healthcare, and education have been normalized. Meta and Apple have made 

enormous investments in specialized hardware for virtual meetups and digital avatars, even as 

Zoom has smoothed over some of the rough edges that first made our installation possible: the 

pursuit of frictionless experience is as spirited as ever. At the same time, we have the rise and fall 

of cryptocurrencies and NFTs, instability in global markets, the implosion of Twitter as a 

“public” forum, and logistics infrastructure buckling under climate change, all of which point to 

the fallibility of networks as a general principle of connection when divorced from the specifics 

of their implementation. In such an environment, we might seek out aesthetics that allow us to 

navigate networks as they are, rather than as they aspire to be.  

We have proposed that the affordances of sound art hold particular promise to do so. 

When the globe is spanned by networks, friction manifests temporally. While our eyes might be 

inclined to overlook skips and jumps, when they are incorporated into music, these traces of the 

underlying physical infrastructure come to the fore. Though conceived under quarantine as a 

means of reckoning with the constraints of online collaboration, the political valence of Metric 

Displacement remains pertinent under our continued networked condition, and it points to future 

work that re-centers materiality—and the social conditions with which it is entangled—otherwise 

obfuscated by technological dreams. 
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